
The first victim  
 
 
One day me and my friends where on a walk through the woods and we 
found something that standed out it was broking robots! Then sense I have a 
friend that like to fix, so we took it to him and we said that we found them in 
the woods. So he fixed them and he said they would be ready by tomorrow. 
Ut then that night there was a malfunction in all of the robots. Then one of 
them started talking and the others did to so our friend jack walked and 
went down the stairs and they looked at him and said his name, jack the the 
animatronic started to walk towards him and he started to walk back. But 
the animatronic got him. He tried to scream but it was to late the 
animatronic killed him. 
 
The chase! 
Then in the morning we realized that he was gone. Jack! Jack! He didn’t 
answer. Guys i think he’s in the kitchen. So we all walked down to the 
kitchen and that’s when we saw what happen. Then we tried to leave the 
house but all the doors where locked, so we were stuck inside. Then robots 
started to chase us around the mansion. But one of are friend’s tripped and 
he fell with the animatronic but we stuck around to see what would happen 
to him. The animatronic picked him up and grabbed his torso and ripped him 
in half so we ran as fast as we could so we could get away and went to hide 
in my room, but they saw us go in there then kaka had an idea I said “jump 
out the window then whoever last shut the window ok you got that” yes! 
Everybody yelled. KLANK KLANK KLANK! Hurry get out the window go go go! 
As soon as the animatronics got to the room we were out the window, but 
sense they only can see heat they saw us running to a military base that was 
abandoned so that's when we get revenge on them. 
 
 
The big fight ! 
“Hey guys you see what i see!” then everybody turned around and saw a lot 
of guns so we all grabbed a gun. Kaka grabbed an AR, calil grabbed an burst 
AR, and kunta kinte grabbed an R..P.G! KLANK KLANK KLANK, we heard them 
coming so we got in position  when the robots came we had a fight first kaka 
shot at chica and i shot at freddy, kunta kinte shot at foxy. But they where to 
fast foxy punched my friend away. Then kunta kinte got punched to space he 
was gone. Then kaka got smacked in the nose. And kaka died. Then it was 



just me, just alone and they circled me and then I got so mad I kicked them 
all in the side in the part where they can blow up but then they went in 
nightmare stage and smacked me into a wall, I could barely get up but then i 
thought about my friends and then…. HOney wake up its time for dinner. So 
it was just a dream. Mom can I go check on my friends to see if there ok? 
Sure. but when i went to there house they were dead like in my dream. Hi 
Calil the animatronics said. Then they came and gobbled me up. 
 
 
 
The end!!!!! 
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